The Ladle Newsletter
April, 2022
April 1st is the thirteenth weekly anniversary after New Year’s Day. This
number 13 marks the sign of a certain rebellion, of a desire to change things and
to sink in the pile head down. You will take stock of the resolutions you made in
order to refine them and “restore” your motivation if necessary. This month’s
precious stone is the diamond. It “amplifies” thoughts and forces you to be in
.
control
of your actions. The 7th and 8th are presented as key dates where positive
events are likely to occur in love and at work. The 12th and 22nd will be days when
you don’t run the risk of getting in the way. Finish those projects because you
won’t be standing in your own way! The hawk and falcon as well as the simple
daisy have significant ties to this 4th month. Speaking of the number 4, its
vibrational energy is linked to the element earth.
Spotlight Events:
April 9th 2pm-Easter egg hunt with Sherronda. All Ages welcome! Free Admission!
April 14 & 28-Iridology! Stone Soup ISC Welcomes Dr. Clara Bayer!
April 23 -Intro to Natural Force Healing with Kathlene Casey!
Universal Wisdom

By Jan

Caution Please
We are manifesting at an incredible rate these days. We’ve all heard how words hold power. It is truer today
than ever before. We must be increasingly vigilant with our thoughts and comments. When something happens
to or around us, we sometimes do what I call “awfulizing”, thinking the worse in each situation. It doesn’t matter
if it’s only in thoughts or in our spoken words. When this occurs, it can help cause the worse to happen!
Instead of, “She’s never going to be happy” or “He is only going to get worse,” how about eliminating
negative thoughts and words completely? Do not choose to “awfulize”. Change to positive thoughts and
comments such as, “She will find happiness”, and “He’s struggling now but will continue to improve.”
When I’m asked what if this happens, what if that happens, I‘d reply, “What if it doesn’t? Don’t wish that
on me or yourself. It’s gonna be great!”
Things will continue to be negative in your life as long as you “expect” that outcome. Try to stop feeding
energy into negative patterns of thought. Make a conscious effort to change. Turn them around and feed the
positive. No more “awfulizing”.
There is always something good to come from every situation.Sometimes it’s difficult to find the good, but
it is always there.
IT’S GONNA BE GREAT!
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A Higher View of Love – From the Desk of Eilene
Your love vocabulary increases today, just go with the flow of thoughts. For that is what Love is – A Flow - The
Flow of Love. Love is an ongoing flow, an energy flow pouring forth from the Creator/Source.
Love sustains. Love is ever so much more than ‘feel good’ – ever so much more than devotion – those are human
understandings. You relate to those, for it is what you have felt, it is a part of your understanding. What the world
knows not is the extent of Love. When you hear the expressions – Love builds worlds, Love is All there is - This is
Truth!
How do We explain Love, when We know not ourselves the Full Extent of Love? In increments, We Know of
Love. It is only when We/All are Reunited with One, the Creator Source, do We/All Know the Full Extent of
Love. We, also, in the meanwhile, Know only incrementally of the Vastness of Love.
You are on earth learning the basics of Love. Yes, Love allows the cruelties you see upon the world – for in so
doing, you Learn what the seeming absence of Love is; although, Love, like Light is never absent. For Love allows. So in
the allowing, Love is actually ‘behind the scene’ – Love is ‘Free Will’ – Love is allowing.
The aspects of Love are greater, far greater than all the ‘stars’ in the Universe – Limitless! You on Earth, have been
‘told’ – You are the Planet of Love. It is more like the Planet of Love Forgotten. Much of the caring attributed to Love
is possessiveness. (Ah, this was not the discourse you expected). Earth was the ‘lab’, where the experiment grew out of
the control. More and more Light Workers are awakening, for it is time to reinstate – Love - in its more pure form on
the Planet.
Your Great Ones have said, “And the Greatest of All is Love”. The acts and examples of Love were ‘designed’ for
the times in which they occurred, for the understanding of those peoples. Your Great Ones sorrowed at what They
saw/Knew, and at the resistance, for few hearts opened.
It may feel that way, this day, in these times. But Know, more and more Light Workers awaken to their Love, the
Love within their hearts. More Divine Love to be infused in the hearts of many. Few remember consciously a time, the
time of Love. But, All/all have this memory embedded. The remembering may take longer for some than others. We
tell you, many times over, You and many of your Fellow Light Workers are here at this time to help those who are ready
and are opening to Love.
Go now and Love – Be Love – Love!
Message from Spirit - “Meant for Now” via ESP

The Crystal Voices

with Doreen

Image from The Ultimate
Guide to Crystal Grids by
Judy Hall

With spring arriving soon what better way to share with you this featured grid
it’s called the Sunburst grid.
Sunburst grids are energizing grids, and they radiate energy over a large area so
they’re particularly suited to placement on the ground or over a map.
This grid can have short or long arms, and they may be equal or unequal, or
mixtures of both. Crystals can be laid in lines, or simply placed at each end around a
central Keystone.
Unlike many other grids, this layout is not activated by joining with a wand, as
the intention is to radiate energy as widely as possible. Instead, an irradiated
Sunburst is set in motion by the intention of your mind. When you’re placing the
crystals remember that points channel energy in the direction in which they face. If
a point is facing toward you or to a specific spot, it channels energy into you in that
spot. If it’s pointing away from you, it sends energy outward.
This grid radiates the vibrant energies of citrine, smoky quartz and a tangerine
aura quartz into the environment.
Lay a Sunburst grid at any time, but best used in spring, energizing, and before
winter, for detoxifying.
You can purchase stones for this or any grid at Stone Soup the information
contained in this article is from: The Ultimate Guide to Crystal Grids by Judy Hall.
Until next time,
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Aloha from Doreen

Spiritual Archetypes

The Spice Cabinet

We begin a series on Spiritual Archetypes.
*The Alchemist
*The Ascetic
*The Cenobite
*The Devotee
*The Disciple
*The Hermit
*The Mystic
*The Prophet
*The Rebel
*The Sage
*The Saint
*The Shaman

In this column, we will inform you of special
classes or workshops, either those beginning during the
featured month or offered as a single class. Here you
will find all the information, including date and times.
Please see our website for a link in the “Classes”
page to sign up or call the store.

All classes require pre-registration

Tuesdays 5:30 – 6:30 – Chi Kung $30 (Walk-ins
Welcome)
Thursdays; 5:00 – 6:00 – Advanced Chakra
Studies $25

The Devotee is devoted and deeply committed
to loving Divinity in whatever form it manifests the
most strongly. They are drawn towards the spiritual
practices of worship, service, commitment, and
heartfelt celebration of the Divine. Their focus is to
listen and honor the voice within.
The dark side of this temperament is a tendency
to reject, displace or ignore your Divine Essence in
favor of worshiping another who is deemed to be
“more spiritually advanced” than you.

April 14; 4:00 to 6:00 – Master Crystals $40
April 23; 12:00 – 2:00 - Intro to Natural Force
Healing
April 30; 11:00 – 2:00 – Astral Projection $55
April 30; 2:30 – 5:30 – Basic Spiritual Tools $50

Strengths:
Passionate
Loyal
Humble
Determined
Trusting/Receptive

How to Reach Us

Store Phone No. 850/533-6565
Website: www.intuitivespiritualcenter.org

Weaknesses:
Low self-worth
Self-disempowering
Excessively emotional
Naïve
Short-sighted

Here are some online links for free Spiritual
Architype quizzes:

FB Stone Soup ISC
The Ladle (Newsletter) We will have it in
your electronic mailbox on the first of every
month. Send us your email address through
our website or stop in the store and ask to
be added to our mailing list.

https://lonerwolf.com/spiritual-archetype-test/
https://dakotaearthcloud.com/gaia-wisdom-freeofferings/soul-archetype-quiz/
https://www.steffiefunk.com/soul-archetype-quiz

Instagram: stonesoupisc
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https://www.babamail.com/quizzes/quiz.aspx?quizid=208

Weekly Guided Meditations

Every Sunday, beginning at 12:30, our meditation room is
open for a one-hour, free public guided meditation. Guest
healers offer opportunities for you to connect with your
inner peace. Crystal bowl, drumming and sound baths are
particularly popular. Please arrive on time. If doors are
locked, we have reached capacity. Check our calendar for
details to see who will be leading the meditations for the
current month.

Community Garden
Volunteers are needed to help
maintain our “growing” garden. Even if
you don’t have a green thumb, the
faerie’s corner always needs a little TLC,
who can have too much glitter? Is there
such a thing?
Check with our staff to see if we
have room for additional donated plants,
herbs or vegetables. Monetary donations
can be targeted to the Stone Soup
Community Garden fund.
Stop by the store and ask for a
volunteer application and affidavit.

Warrior Training with Cassie
Fear, Guilt, Regret and Change

Did you know that fear – that terrifying feeling that if you move forward everything will change and not
for the better? That fear – so locked into your body you have excruciating pain that doesn’t go away. You keep
thinking, “I slept wrong, I must have done it exercising, I don’t know where this came from…” Time to lean
into the pain and realize it may be fear or guilt or regret from the past.
Have you forgotten that you ARE being guided by Source/guides/your higher-self? The fear and guilt are
holding you back. What is it you fear? Is it the unknown future? What do you feel guilty about? Could it be
something or someone in the past?
The unknown of the future may not be COMPLETELY different; it may be a little different. It may be
doable. It may be better, wonderful, even -spectacular! Would Source/guides/your higher-self throw you into
something SO BIG you wouldn’t be able to handle it?
And now guilt. Are you holding onto something that isn’t yours to hold? Are you regretting what isn’t
yours? Did you do your best? It’s time to let go of the past and move into the NOW. Those regretful thoughts
don’t change anything, don’t do anything but keep you stuck. Do not waste your happiness on something
already finished. Change your thoughts, change your life.
CHANGE – one word. It has the power to uproot you and replant you into something so wonderful and
light that it is beyond your imagination…
Imagine that!
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WE are excited to announce several new healing modalities. You may find that you connect with them in
a way you didn’t think possible. Check our calendar for dates and times these extraordinary healers will be
at Stone Soup!

Shadow Work –

Carolina Impson: glrpriestess@gmail.com>
“The shadow is a force of the unconscious that can be destructive divisive and self- sabotaging.” - Carl
Jung
Shadow work is a process that explores the parts of you that you have exiled and suppressed.
Shadow work transforms suffering into freedom.
Typical aspects of the shadow
1. Feeling out of control, fearful, or angry (experiencing multiple emotional outbreaks or breakdowns)
2. Having goals and visions of a better
life but always
or space
feeling unworthy
Panoramic
view procrastinating
of current retail
3. Suppressing yourself or self-sabotage
4. Feeling like you are a victim
Shadow Work allows a person to be fully conscious and aligned to their goals and the best
version of them self. It's empowering as well as self-improving, so you can feel whole and integrated as a
person.
Benefits of Shadow Work
1. Feeling whole and complete as a person
2. Improved interaction with others
3. Learning healthy ways to meet your needs
4. Greater awareness of self, self-esteem and confidence
5. Healing trauma for yourself and your biological lineage
6. Living an authentic life as your true self at your core
The Shadow Work process is different for everyone. It is intense and difficult! An exploration
of the past and the deepest repressed thought patterns and emotions you have carried your whole life!
"TAPPING INTO YOUR DARK SIDE" and using your spiritual strength to create a new reality!
So long as you are prepared to change, and prepare to be fully present and devoted to feeling the
shadow work process, you will Free Yourself!
A little about Carolina:
“My journey has been a transformational one, based on balance and self-discovery, through healing
Current Spiritual Library
of the Original
mind and Reading
heart andRoom
my ability to love myself.
The experiences of both dark and light, as well as the incredible interaction with the spirit world,
have changed me and empowered me to help others on their own Journeys to self-love and mastery.
The people's lives that I have helped to change will forever stay with me. These are my victories.
This is not only the work I do, it is my greatest passion and spiritual calling.
I am an ordained Priestess
I am a spiritual healer
I am psychic, intuitive, and empathic
I am a channel for divine love light and healing
I am a practitioner of metaphysical healing science
I amRoom
blessed and grateful to be able to use my natural abilities to help others become aware of
Meditation
the bigger spiritual picture.”
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Natural Force Heaing

Kathlene Casey, www.kathleneasey@icloud.com
Natural Force Healing unlocks an individual’s ability to reconnect to the natural forces that emanate in the
universe, nature, and all living matter. It will enable the healer to connect to channels of universal positive-flow
energies. Portals will open to allow these energies to transform and balance. Man’s conscious mind has closed
himself off to these energies. Natural Force Healing is a unique and revolutionary energetic and vibrational
therapy designed to create optimal wellbeing in body, mind, and spirit.
About Kathlene:
“I’ve always been enthralled with nature. The beauty astounds me. So, it was no surprise when I became a
landscaper for Seattle’s largest landscaping firm. One day, cut short by an accident, my opportunity for licensure
was about to unfold.”
1993 – (Phase I of Natural Force Healing)
T touch equine massage training
1994 – Seattle massage school at Great Lake provided more accredited hours. Graduating in 1995 with NBCMT
1995 – (Phase II of Natural Force Healing)
Certified Practitioner in Seattle
Passive biofeedback (Toftness scope)
2004 – Certified reflexologist; Albuquerque, New Mexico
2012 - Certified healing touch therapist; Colorado School of Massage, Lakewood, CO
Body, Mind, Spirit – Health Expo, Christchurch, New Zealand
2017 – 2019 – Natural Force Healing workshops and healing sessions
“Create all that is good. You are the positive change in this world.” - Kathlene

Luna Tarot
“I have been reading tarot for a little over a year and a half. The information that I transmit to you is from
my guides and yours working together through the cards. My goal in our tarot reading is to give you a sense of
direction and security directly from the universe so that you are guided in whatever challenges you may face.
During a tarot reading I am very specific. My intuition tells me to look at the details to be able to better help you
and your journey ahead, the information is then given to you using time periods (months, days, or years) and
detailed characteristics of the people and events coming into your life. My readings are customized to what you’d
like to know and what the universe and your guides would like to tell you. I focus on your mental, emotional,
physical, and spiritual well-being for your present and future.”
*Our reader is bi-lingual and will be glad to conduct your reading in Spanish.
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Iridology
Dr. Clara Bayer; cbayer1025@gmail.com
Dr. Bayer is a Naturopathic physician, specializing in whole-body wellness. Iridology is an alternative
medicine technique that focuses on the characteristics of the iris to pinpoint a possible pattern of systemic health
concerns. A non-invasive examination of the iris allows her to use patterns, colors and other visible anomalies to
address ways you may be able to maintain good health and work towards a goal of total well-being.
Her background encompasses several holistic approaches, including but not limited to: holistic health
assessments, nutritive exams, cranial – sacral, reflexology, energy balancing and Reiki.
Call the store and see what other services Dr. Clara is offering!

Something New is Coming Soon!

We are expanding our retail floor space! Watch for other changes coming soon
which will promote enhanced spaces for meditation and holistic healing therapies.

Please pardon our dust while we rearrange…
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Faery Fest images…
.
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“Oh, the places you’ll go....” – Dr. Seuss. Here are some links you may find interesting, helpful or perhaps,
something you had not considered on your path to Enlightenment.
https://www.louisehay.com/the-power-of-affirmations/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/ideas/videos/the-woman-who-was-kind-every-day-for-a-year/pObt6c4j
https://www.m.empowerchiracu.com
https://lonerwolf.com-soul-retreival
https://chopra.com/articles/7-spiritual-lessons-from-your-pet
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20220308-what-ancient-philosophers-teach-us-about-uncertain-times
Here is some recommended reading. Stop in the Spiritual library and see if we have a copy there. Please contact
Jan if you would like to donate a few books; they must be in good condition and appropriate for general reading
on topics of spiritual or metaphysical subjects. No text books or other course work.
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